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chipper
versatile & vibrant
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Choose from several options and accesories to manipulate 
Chipper to suit your requirements. 

customise your own chipper stack it up

choose from seven colours

skid version 
with polished chrome finishchair is 100% recyclable

glides (felt glides and 
linking accessories available)

arm rests

upholstered back pad
available with button

upholstered seat pad

21
skid chairs

stacked on dolly stacked without dolly

10
skid chairs

16
four leg chairs

8
four leg chairs

four leg version in a polished 
chrome finish
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4
cultural event

long rows of fully upholstered chairs create a simple yet 
classy and comfortable solution for a large audience to 

enjoy any kind of cultural event. 

meeting room

easily set up and re-arranged — Chipper is suitable for 
any kind of meeting scenario. Match colours and spec to 

meet your requirements.

lecture 

as seating for an entire auditorium, class rooms or smaller 
teaching groups. Chipper easily adapts to any teaching 

scenario — set up or stacked for storage. 

cafeteria

take a break in a versatile seating landscape of Chipper 
chairs and bar stools. Due to its material Chipper is easy 
to clean and therefore ideal for cafeteria environments.
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clever ideas to use chipper
Choose from several options and accesories to manipulate 
Chipper to suit your requirements. 

customise your own chipper stack it up

choose from seven colours

skid version 
with polished chrome finishchair is 100% recyclable

glides (felt glides and 
linking accessories available)

arm rests

upholstered back pad
available with button

upholstered seat pad

21
skid chairs

stacked on dolly stacked without dolly

10
skid chairs

16
four leg chairs

8
four leg chairs

four leg version in a polished 
chrome finish
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cultural event
#1

the upholstered Chipper is ideal for large events. 
Contoured seat and back pad add comfort to sit 
for a longer period of time and enjoy the show. 
Choose the button detail or a quilted fabric to 
make the chair stand out from the crowd.

linking accessories are available to link skid 
chairs without arms into rigid rows.
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meeting
#2

Chipper makes the perfect solution for meetings. 
sit comfortably on the ergonomically shaped 
chair with arm rests to follow the course of your 
meeting. Choose one of seven vibrant colours to 
match your environment.
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lecture
#3

the skid version is perfectly suited for use in big 
quantities for lectures or conferences. add chairs 
to cover for more listeners or simply stack chairs 
away on the dolly for easy storage. With Chip-
per it is easy to reconfigure and adapt to your 
requirements.
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cafeteria
#4

easy to clean and maintain – Chipper fits perfectly 
into a cafeteria environment. the chairs make a 
comfortabe and robust solution for lunch breaks 
and meetings over a cup of coffee. the variation 
as bar stool makes Chipper a versatile solution for 
any cafe or break out environment.



Chipper is everything in one: stackable side chair, armchair, upholstered 
chair, rows of linked chairs...  Different options and accessories make 
Chipper truly versatile and vibrant — a multi purpose chair that adapts to 
different environments.

We presented four ideas of how to use Chipper but there are many more.
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